
Reducing your energy
costs - making you

greener.

hello@quikswitch.co.uk
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Fully funded solar
schemes are based on

Power Purchase
Agreements (PPA)

 
The schemes allow for

fully funded installation,
operation and

maintenance of your
solar asset for the term

of PPA
 

In return, you commit to
purchase the electricity

generated by the asset to
power your business.

 
The rates are typically 40-

60% cheaper than
purchasing from the grid. 
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Lower your
OPEX

Without
any CAPEX 

Meet your ESG/CSR
targets with no upfront

spend.
 

Protect your business
from market volatility.



2.solution overview 
3.share and review

documents

4.site survey if required
5.detailed project

proposals with terms
6.agreement and lease

signed

7.project installed
8.warranty and

maintenance issues
handled

11.end of term - asset
yours
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1.introductory meeting 
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9.greatly reduced OPEX

10.greatly increased
green credentials
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We have undertaken an
extensive review of the

solar, CHP and PPA
market and have
nominated only

accredited suppliers,
contractors and

equipment.
 

Our PPA partners have
schemes producing over

60GW of energy under
their management.

 
Their investment

business owns over £4
billion of solar assets.

 
Special offers available
for ukactive members
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364k tonnes of
carbon

avoided by our
partners

As most projects will not
deliver 100% of a sites

energy demand you still
need to have an eye on

the energy market.
 

QuikSwitch will manage
your procurement from

the grid to ensure you are
buying 100% renewable

electricity and gas -
strengthening your green

credentials and setting
you firmly on a path to

net zero.
 

You can plan and manage
all aspects of sustainable

projects - EV charging,
BMS & LED audits in one

place. 
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We were instructed by a

multi-site operator to
investigate the feasibility
of a solar PV scheme for 3

of their sites. 
 

They are heavily energy
dependent on small

footprint sites - a trend
that is prevalent within
the health and fitness

sector.
 

We looked at Power
Purchase Agreements to
deliver the scheme and

conducted a side-by-side
analysis of grid

purchasing and PPA
purchasing
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As you are buying energy
produced by the asset,
you are able to secure
cheaper operational

expenditure with zero
capital expenditure.

 
These schemes allow

companies to take huge
strides towards their net

zero goals and provide
plenty of marketing

collateral when
advertising in a crowded

marketplace.

Here are our some of the
headlines.

 
Savings on cost per kwh

65p/kwh
 

Annual cost without PPA
£952739

 
Annual saving with PPA

£275251
 

CO2e removed
85 metric tonnes pa

 
Unit rate for electricity

bought from panels
21.9p/kwh

 

30% saving on
energy


